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Abstract

Tuberculosis (TB) remains one of the most devastating infectious diseases and its eradication is still unattainable given the limitations of current technologies for diagnosis, treatment and prevention. The World Health Organization’s goal to eliminate TB globally by 2050 remains an ongoing challenge as delayed diagnosis and misdiagnosis of TB continue to fuel the worldwide epidemic. Despite considerable improvements in diagnostics for the last few decades, a simple and effective point-of-care TB diagnostic test is yet not available. Here, we review the current assays used for TB diagnosis, and highlight the recent advances in nanotechnology and microfluidics that potentially enable new approaches for TB diagnosis in resource-constrained settings.
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1. Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB), caused by *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (MTB), is a major global health problem with an estimated 8.8 million new active TB cases, and approximately 1.1 million deaths in 2011 (WHO, 2011b). Among these new TB cases, the majority occurred in the South-East Asia region, which accounted for 40% of the global incidence. Further, only 65% (5.7 million) of the estimated TB cases in 2010 were reported, indicating the need for improved diagnosis (Van Rie et al., 2010). The WHO estimates that there will be more than 2 million new cases of MDR-TB between 2011 and 2015 (WHO, 2011c). These numbers, combined with increasing spread of infection with multi drug-resistant (MDR) and extensively drug-resistant (XDR) strains, demonstrate an urgent need for new approaches for early diagnosis, therapy monitoring, and disease supervision.

Diagnosis of TB infection (active or latent) is essential not only for treatment of the infected individual, but also for controlling its spread among various populations. In TB endemic areas, TB control programs aim to treat active TB patients rather than individuals with latent TB infection (LTBI), which is only evidenced by the immunological responses to MTB proteins (Barry et al., 2009). Although LTBI individuals are not infectious, their identification is equally important since 10% of these individuals, particularly the immunosuppressed, can subsequently develop active tuberculosis. The routine diagnosis of active TB infection employs various approaches including smear microscopy, culture of MTB bacilli, detection of MTB nucleic acids (NAATs, nucleic acid amplification tests), and clinical symptoms. Conversely, LTBI is identified via tuberculin skin test (TST) and interferon gamma (IFN-γ) release assays (IGRAs). However, current TB diagnosis is limited by three primary limitations: (i) low specificity of clinical diagnosis, (ii) unavailability of high performing diagnostic methods in developing world laboratories, and (iii) incapability to monitor patient compliance to the 6–9 month long therapy.

Although the present pipeline of tuberculosis diagnostics is promising (e.g., a POC manual NAAT kit using loop-mediated isothermal amplification from Eiken/FIND Foundation for Innovation New Diagnostics) and a handheld NAAT device from Epistem/Xcelris (Pai and Pai, 2012; WHO, 2011b), absence of an instrument-free test and high cost continue to be a bottleneck. Thus, there is an unmet need to develop a simple, inexpensive, sensitive and portable assay for the detection of active MTB infection, and for the differentiation of active TB from LTBI at the point-of-care (POC), where sustainable financial support, laboratory infrastructure, and well-trained operators are limited (Wang et al., 2010).

In this review, we (i) focus on the present TB diagnostic technologies in terms of their potential for detecting active TB infection at the POC in the near future, (ii) highlight the gap between present assays and clinical need to manage TB patients, and (iii) evaluate the potential of nanotechnology and microfluidics to develop POC diagnostics for TB.

2. Present assays for TB diagnosis

Over time, diagnostic methods for TB have evolved from sputum microscopy to the latest WHO-endorsed GeneXpert based test (Fig. 1). These technologies are based on the detection of (i) whole MTB bacillus, (ii) MTB nucleic acid, or (iii) MTB-specific immune responses in TB patients. Here, we categorized these TB diagnostics according to their potential (low, moderate and high) for POC testing with consideration of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, as well as cost and rapidity.

![Fig. 1. Timeline of the evolution of MTB diagnostic technologies. The advent of each representative technology for MTB diagnosis is indicated by an arrow. Among them, sputum culture remains to be the gold standard. Miniaturized devices based on microfluidics/nanotechnology are emerging. The chest radiography was reproduced from (Goncalves et al., 2009); the representative image for nanotechnology was adapted with permission from (Lee et al., 2008); the representative image for microfluidics was reproduced from (Wang et al., 2011) by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry at http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2011/lc/c1lc20479c.](http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2011/lc/c1lc20479c)
2.2.1. Tuberculin skin test (TST)

TST, also known as the purified protein derivative (PPD) test, was developed over 100 years ago. It is based on the use of the PPD tuberculin, a precipitate of non-specific-specific molecules extracted from sterilized and concentrated cultures of MTB, to detect immune reactivity in subjects (Andersen et al., 2000). This test is simple and widely used in the developed world to detect MTB exposure. If the subject is exposed to MTB, intradermal injection of PPD tuberculin leads to induration of the skin after 48 to 72 h, due to an immune response. Although the procedure is relatively simple, the assay requires well-trained operators to perform and analyze results. False-positive and false-negative results can arise from the presence of nontuberculous mycobacterial infection or Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccination (Farhat et al., 2006). As reported, BCG vaccination in infancy causes a TST false positive rate of 8.5% and 1% when tested before or after 10 years of age, respectively. These findings show that the results of TST in high-prevalence countries such as India and China should be interpreted with caution, since BCG vaccination is given to infants after birth in these countries (Zwerling et al., 2011). It should also be noted that the sensitivity of TST is low in HIV-infected patients due to compromised immune responses (Cobelens et al., 2006).

2.1.2. Interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) release assays (IGRA)

IFN-γ release assays have been developed and implemented since 2001 with varying degrees of success (Mazurek et al., 2005). These tests measure T cell release of IFN-γ (host cellular immune response) upon stimulation of whole blood with MTB-specific antigens, including early-secreted antigenic target 6 (ESAT6) and culture filtrate protein 10 (CFP10) and TB7.7 (an additional antigen used in modified IGRA kits). IGRA assays are available in two formats, ELISA (e.g., Quantiferon®-TB, GFT) and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISPOT, e.g., T-SPOT® TB test). QuantiFERON®-TB (including QFT-Gold and QFT-Gold In-Tube) quantifies the concentration of IFN-γ while T-SPOT® TB test counts the number of IFN-γ-producing antigen-specific T lymphocytes. Although these assays are not affected by prior BCG vaccination as the antigens are absent in all BCG strains, they cannot distinguish individuals having LTBI from those with active disease (Dheda et al., 2009). In addition, systematic review and meta-analyses have shown that neither of the IGRA assays has better sensitivity than TST in detecting active or latent TB infection in HIV-infected individuals (Cattamanchi et al., 2011; Metcalfe et al., 2011). Thus IGRA assays cannot be used to rule-in or rule-out active TB cases, especially in HIV-infected individuals in high-burden settings (Chen et al., 2011; Ling et al., 2011). This limitation has led a WHO expert group to discourage the use of IGRA assays for active pulmonary TB diagnosis in low- and middle-income countries (Pinto et al., 2012). Furthermore, the assay takes 24 h to produce results and requires significant instrumentation and well-trained personnel.

2.2. Assays with moderate potential for POC testing

2.2.1. Sputum smear microscopy

Conventional smear microscopy, in combination with Ziehl–Neelsen stain, has been widely used in resource-constrained settings owing to its inexpensiveness and rapidity. However, this method has a low sensitivity (34–80%) (Davies and Pai, 2008), as it can detect only a high bacillary burden (5000–10,000 CFU/mL) in the sputum (Hobby et al., 1973; Tostmann et al., 2008). Thus, the active pulmonary TB patients having low bacillary burden at the early stage of the disease often go undetectable by this test. Although adding fluorescence staining has increased the sensitivity, it requires a fluorescence microscope. In addition, at least two sputum smears from two separate clinical visits are required for microscopy-based assays, rendering great challenges for rapid clinical decision-making at the POC. Specificity of this test also needs to be confirmed by other methods, as the morphology detection cannot differentiate MTB from other mycobacterial strains (such as other strains of MTB complex; Mycobacterium kansasi; Mycobacterium marinum; and Mycobacterium avium complex) and Nocardia sp. Despite its disadvantages, this method can be potentially used for POC testing provided improvements on simplicity, portability and cost (Section 4.2).
the specificity in the presence of co-infection with multiple mycobacterial strains. With regard to immunochromatographic tests, limiting factors also include multiplex capability and waste disposal in resource-constrained settings (McNerney and Daley, 2011).

2.3.2. Nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT)

Nucleic acid amplification test (NAAT) has become a routine analytical tool for diagnosis, detection of drug resistance, and treatment monitoring. Among various NAAT technologies, reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and line probe assays are the most commonly used for rapid detection of TB and drug resistance. The two line-probe assays for TB, namely the Inno-LiPA Mycobacteria assay (Innogenetics NV, Ghent, Belgium) and the GenoType Mycobacterium assay (Hain Lifescience GmbH, Nehren, Germany), are based on nucleic acid hybridization of amplified products on a nitrocellulose membrane (Padilla et al., 2004; Sarkola et al., 2004). For rapid diagnosis, these assays detect 16S–23S spacer and 23S gene, respectively. Line-probe assays have also been adapted to detect mutations causing rifampicin, isoniazid, fluoroquinolone, and ethambutol drug resistance with satisfactory sensitivity and specificity. Compared to traditional MTB NAAT assays such as the Amplicor MTB (Roche Diagnostics) and the Amplified Mycobacterium tuberculosis direct test (Gen-Probe Inc.), the two line-probe assays are simpler and more affordable. In addition, these line-probe assays are designed to detect multiple MTB strains simultaneously. Thus, they have an advantage over culture-based drug-resistance testing to differentiate pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains (Parsons et al., 2011). Despite the advantages, line-probe assays require temperature control and multiple testing steps for stringent nucleic acid hybridization conditions. Thus, they are restricted to use in centralized laboratories. Furthermore, they are also not recommended for testing smear-negative samples due to low sensitivity and risk of bacterial contamination.

Recently, an automated cartridge-based NAAT (GeneXpert MTB/RIF, Cepheid Inc.) has been endorsed by the WHO for simultaneous detection of MTB and rifampicin resistance from the sputum. This assay significantly improves the accessibility of molecular testing in the developing world, where the majority of patients cannot be tested due to the need for expensive equipment, laboratory infrastructure, and skilled operators. This assay is essentially molecular beacon based RT-PCR, which utilizes five overlapping probes spanning the entire core region of rpoB (81 bp) (Platek et al., 1998). Each probe is a fragment of DNA oligonucleotides designed to have a stem-loop structure, with a fluorophore and a quencher at either end. During the amplification, these 5 probes go under conformational change and thus lead to increase in fluorescence, depending on the presence of their complementary sequences. In addition to high sensitivity in detecting drug-resistance mutations, the assay is further integrated in a disposable cartridge preloaded with reagents for sample processing, DNA extraction and PCR amplification. A multi-site clinical study showed that this assay had a specificity of 99.2% for non-TB patients, and sensitivities of 98.2% and 72.5% for smear-positive and smear-negative TB, respectively (Boehme et al., 2010). Another clinical study further demonstrated the deployment of almost fully automated GeneXpert MTB/RIF assay in resource-constrained settings (Boehme et al., 2011). However, the cost associated with implementing GeneXpert MTB/RIF assay (~$10/cartridge), requirement of an electrical supply, and maintenance of instruments makes this assay less ideal for POC testing in the developing world (Niemz et al., 2011). This test is noteworthy because it has revived the interest in rapid molecular tests for detecting active TB and drug resistance.

Another advancement in the development of POC NAAT assays for TB is the loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) assay (Iwamoto et al., 2003; Notomi et al., 2000). In contrast to PCR, this assay utilizes 4 primers to specifically initiate synthesis of a large amount of DNA by Bst DNA polymerase without thermal cycling, which eliminates the need for an expensive thermal cycler to perform NAAT at the POC. In addition, this assay is compatible with turbidity or fluorescence-based detection (Tomita et al., 2008). In the former format, pyrophosphate is produced during DNA amplification and it leads to a white precipitate of magnesium pyrophosphate. The turbidity-based approach can be detected qualitatively by the naked eye. This assay can be modified for fluorescence detection and quantification by adding SYBR Green. A field evaluation in resource-constrained settings showed that this assay had a sensitivity of 97.7% in smear- and culture-positive sputum specimens, and a specificity of 99% in culture-negative samples (Boehme et al., 2007). Another study performed in Nepal showed that MTB-LAMP had a sensitivity of 100% in culture-positive samples and a specificity of 94.2% in culture-negative samples. These studies demonstrated the feasibility of performing TB LAMP assay in resource-constrained settings (Pandey et al., 2008). However, this DNA-based detection assay cannot distinguish between live and dead bacteria, and further optimization needs to be carried out on initial denaturation and assay time for improved sensitivity (Aryan et al., 2010; Geojith et al., 2011).

3. Diagnostic gaps between present technologies and unmet clinical need

Although MTB was identified as the pathogen of TB more than a century ago, the detection of TB in the developing world remains a significant healthcare issue owing to a number of challenges. First, MTB is a slow-growing bacterium, and therefore culture, despite high sensitivity, cannot provide guidance for on-site patient care. For example, MTB takes 4–8 weeks to grow on traditional solid culture and 10–14 days even with rapid liquid culture. Second, pulmonary TB causes relatively low clinical symptoms early in the course of disease, which leads to delays in seeking patient care. Third, active pulmonary TB may present low bacillary burden at the early stage, which often leads to low sensitivity for sputum smear microscopy and other POC tests commonly used in the developing world. Fourth, the use of sputum samples for diagnosis of TB with existing methodology is more complex compared to the use of blood and urine samples. Particularly, standardized sputum collection, transportation and storage procedures are required to ensure consistent diagnostic results.

In addition to the challenges posed by the slow-growing nature of TB, the lack of reliable and validated biological markers (for detection of active TB and identification of LTBI), either derived from the host or pathogen, hampers advances in TB diagnostic assays. The unavailability of reliable biomarkers is mainly due to insufficient understanding of the complex interaction between MTB and its host, pathogenesis, and protective immune responses during infection. Furthermore, heterogeneous immune responses from individuals with different disease statuses such as latent infection/re-infection or with different immunization records may confound the interpretation of immunoassay results. An ideal POC diagnostic test for MTB would (i) detect early infection/disease with high sensitivity and specificity, (ii) quickly yield results at low cost, (iii) require a single visit, (iv) cause little or no patient discomfort, (v) use specimens other than sputum, (vi) detect smear negative cases and assess drug susceptibility, (vii) detect multiple biomarkers to increase sensitivity and specificity, and (viii) be available to all persons with symptoms suggestive of TB in remote communities with poor access to a reference laboratory. Furthermore, proactive diagnosis of patients at an early stage, while still smear negative, would offer additional advantages since these patients are less contagious (Behr et al., 1999) and may yield better treatment outcomes, thus reducing overall morbidity and mortality ( Siddiqi et al., 2003).
like GeneXpert allows the same-day clinical decision, it is limited by cost for sustainable routine diagnosis. An alternative strategy to develop inexpensive TB diagnostic tests for resource-constrained settings is to miniaturize TB diagnosis by using on-chip microfluidic technologies or by integrating novel nanotechnologies (Fig. 1).

4. What nanotechnology/microfluidics holds for TB diagnostics?

With vast advances in nanotechnology and microfluidics, a variety of biosensors have been developed for detection of MTB (Table 1), foreshadowing the inevitable era of nanotechnology and microfluidics in TB diagnosis. In principle, a biosensor platform consists of an analytic device coupled with a biological sensor, which responds to physico-chemical changes on the sensing area. Depending on the employed signal-producing mechanism, TB biosensors can be placed into one of the following categories: mass/piezoelectric, biochemical, electrical, and optical sensors as discussed below. These sensing platforms are based on detecting antibody–antigen interactions, whole mycobacteria or nucleic acid hybridization.

4.1. Biosensors based on detecting antigen/antibody/whole mycobacteria

4.1.1. Mass/piezoelectric detection technologies

Mass/piezoelectric sensors utilize quartz crystals that have high sensitivity to changes in mass and surface characteristics. These sensors can detect molecular interaction between target and ligand, and monitor biochemical reactions occurring on the surface of a sensing platform. Two main quartz crystal-based biosensing platforms have been utilized to detect MTB, including (i) quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) technology, and (ii) series piezoelectric crystal based sensors.

In the QCM technology, changes in gravitational load on the sensor and viscoelastic properties of the sample cause a frequency shift of a quartz crystal resonator (Höök et al., 2001; Peh et al., 2007). In an immuno-piezosensor which has been used to detect MTB, a QCM sensing surface was first coated by a styrene–butadiene–styrene copolymer as a membrane-mimicking layer to immobilize anti-MTB antibodies on the sensor (He and Zhang, 2002). During the incubation with MTB on the platform, the capture of MTB cells was monitored in real-time by observing the frequency shift as a result of the change in mass loading on the sensor. The limit-of-detection of this system was observed to be 10^5 CFU/mL (He and Zhang, 2002). Although this technology is rapid, simple, and label-free, the accuracy is affected by a number of factors such as density, viscosity, dielectric constant, and electrical conductivity of the sample (Ren et al., 2008).

Another MTB detection platform based on the piezoelectric technology was constructed by using a multi-channel series piezoelectric quartz crystal (MSPQC) sensor system (Ren et al., 2008). The MSPQC system consisted of a multiple-sample detection platform, a microprocessor system, and a data output system. The silver-coated oscillator had a key role in detection, and it was sensitive to changes in the frequency. The system was designed to detect volatile metabolic products (i.e., NH₃ and CO₂), which are produced as a result of MTB growth. These metabolites were then absorbed by the presence of KOH in the media and caused a frequency shift, which was recorded by a frequency counter. With a cutoff of 100 Hz change in the frequency shift, this assay had a wide linearity ranging from 10² to 10⁷ CFU/mL and a detection limit of 10 CFU/mL. Compared to the conventional assays such as BACTEC™ MGIT™ 960 and Lowenstein–Jensen (L–J) slants, MSPQC assay is more inexpensive (less than $1000 for the setup and $4.2 per assay) and sensitive (Ren et al., 2008). However, this assay still requires 2–4 days to culture MTB, and needs sample pretreatment to eliminate potential contamination with other bacteria, which may be less suitable for POC testing.

4.1.2. Optical detection technologies

Optical biosensors based on Raman spectroscopy have been used to detect cultured MTB and have proven to be rapid and highly specific in differentiating MTB from other Mycobacterium strains (Buijtels et al., 2008). In this sensor, a Raman spectra module was coupled to a custom-built inverted microscope with an automated XY-stage. To excite the samples, a laser light was used, and the wavelength range was measured from 750 nm to 1000 nm. A beam of monochromatic light passed through the sample and generated spectrographic fingerprints of multiple mycobacterial strains. The fingerprints represented the molecular composition of the viable microorganism at both the species and strain level. The sensitivity of the described method for various Mycobacterium strains in culture media was observed to be 95.2%, compared to 16S rRNA identification (sequencing), which has drawbacks such as high cost, complexity, and unambiguous interpretations (Buijtels et al., 2008). Further, the spectra of heat-inactivated samples showed minimal difference from that of viable mycobacteria samples, which can allow this platform to be used outside Biosafety Level 3 laboratories with heat-inactivated samples. However, this approach is limited by several challenges for POC testing, including the cost (use of laser and a fluorescence microscope), lengthy procedure (approximately 3 h) and requirement to establish optical fingerprints of nontuberculous mycobacteria and other bacterial pathogens for differentiation. In addition, the sensitivity for detection of MTB in the sputum needs to be further evaluated.

Another optical detection technology for MTB diagnosis is RBS breathalyzer fluorometry (Rapid Biosensor Systems, Cambridge, UK) (McNerney et al., 2010). This system consists of a portable device including a disposable plastic collection tube (3.5 × 10 cm) into which the patient coughs. The collection tube was designed to collect aerosols and particles coughed out by the patient, and it was inserted into a small

Table 1
Comparison of different biosensors for MTB detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Biomarker</th>
<th>Limit of detection</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QCM</td>
<td>Whole MTB bacilli</td>
<td>10⁷ CFU/mL</td>
<td>He and Zhang (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSPQC</td>
<td>NH₃ &amp; CO₂ absorption</td>
<td>10 CFU/mL</td>
<td>Ren et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBS breathalyzer fluorometry</td>
<td>Ag85B antigen</td>
<td>50–75 CFU/mL</td>
<td>McNerney et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interferometric biosensor</td>
<td>38-KDa antigen</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Nagel et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPR</td>
<td>CFP-10 antigen</td>
<td>100 ng/mL</td>
<td>Hong et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>20 CFU/mL</td>
<td>Chun (2009), Lee et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPCE</td>
<td>Ag360 &amp; Ag231 antigens</td>
<td>1 ng/mL</td>
<td>Diaz-Gonzalez et al. (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzymatic immunosensor</td>
<td>Antibody to mycolic acid</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>Thanyani et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electroosmosis mediated microtip</td>
<td>Whole MTB bacilli</td>
<td>8 × 10⁷ CFU/mL</td>
<td>Yeo et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic sensor</td>
<td>Whole MTB bacilli</td>
<td>2 × 10⁷ CFU/mL</td>
<td>He et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: QCM, quartz crystal microbalance; MSPQC, multi-channel series piezoelectric quartz crystal; RBS, Rapid Biosensor Systems; SPR, surface plasmon resonance; DMR, diagnostic magnetic resonance; SPCE, screen-printed carbon electrode; MTB, Mycobacterium tuberculosis; CFU, colony forming unit; NR, not reported.
battery-operated instrument containing a diode laser and a photomultiplier tube for optical sensing. In the collection tube, the cough sample is pressed down by a plunger and distributed onto the surface of a prism at the bottom. Since the prism was coated with fluorescence-labeled analog, the presence of native MTB antigen (e.g., Ag85B) displaced the analog and led to a fluorescence signal change. The digital readout of fluorescence change was obtained within 10 min. In the field trial, this RBS breathalyzer fluorometry detected 23 samples collected from 31 tuberculosis patients, with a sensitivity of 74% (95% CI 55–87). Of the 29 negative samples, 6 were false positive, resulting in a specificity of 79% (95% CI 60–91). Although this assay cannot replace the use of sputum microscopy in resource-constrained settings, it can certainly assist the diagnosis of patients (e.g., children) who cannot provide sputum samples. The drawback of this assay is that the specificity and sensitivity of this assay still need to be improved. Further, the use of fluorescence-labeled antibody inherently increases the cost, which might be an issue for wide use in remote settings.

Nagel et al. (2008) developed three different label-free optical immunosensors for rapid detection of tuberculosis-specific antibodies from serum. These optical immunosensors included a grating coupler, an interferometric biosensor, and a reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIFS) (Fig. 2). The grating coupler and the interferometric biosensor, both working in a refractometric mode, monitored the changes in the effective refractive index at the sensor surface (Ta2O5 and SiO2). The grating coupler biosensor determined the shift of the coupling angle, and the interferometric biosensor detected phase change of the two waves traveling through a sensing branch and a reference branch within a waveguide. The RIFS based on a reflectometric approach determined the optical thickness of a thin sensor layer by detecting light reflection at interfaces. Although these three sensors differed in detection mechanisms, they utilized the same surface chemistry, in which 1,4-phenylenediisothiocyanate, a crosslinker, was used to immobilize a 38-kDa MTB lipoprotein antigen. These three different technologies were used to detect MTB-specific antibodies that might be present in serum. As reported, the grating coupler had a specificity of 100% and a sensitivity of 75% compared to ELISA. The other two sensors showed similar sensograms. Since these three optical sensors were label-free technologies, they required stringent specific conditions. In this study, the use of 1,4-phenylenediisothiocyanate achieved the effect of complete surface coverage to remove non-specific binding. Despite little non-specific binding, high chip-to-chip variation was observed. Adding to this challenge, the requirement of expensive couplers, lasers, and a pump system limit the utility of this system at the POC.

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is an optical method based on the real-time monitoring of changes in surface refractive index caused by association or dissociation of molecules onto/from the sensor (Homola, 2008). This optical technology had also been developed to detect MTB-specific antigens (e.g., CFP-10 antigen) in tissue fluid (Hong et al., 2011). In this immuno-based detection method, monoclonal anti-CFP10 antibodies were first immobilized on a commercial immunosensor chip. The chip was integrated with an SPR-based optical immunosensor system (BioCore 3000, Sweden) and utilized the CFP10 antigen as a sensitive TB marker. The results indicated that the change in SPR angle increased linearly with CFP10 concentrations, i.e., in the range from 0.1 to 1 μg/ml (Hong et al., 2011). SPR-based immunosensors can also be adapted to sense other antigens and pathogens by altering the detection molecules (e.g., antibodies), thus offering highly versatile platforms. Although this SPR immunosensor offers advantages of simplicity, small sample consumption, label-free, high sensitivity, specificity, and reusability, it requires a well-equipped laboratory infrastructure. Thus, portable and inexpensive SPR-based MTB biodetection systems are needed to minimize laboratory requirement for POC testing.

Alternatively, a microtip-based system has been shown to concentrate and capture MTB (Yeo et al., 2008). The system was composed of microelectrodes, a microtip, and a coil. MTB cells were concentrated to the end of a microtip due to electro-osmosis, resulting from the application of an alternating current (AC) field. The concentrated cells were aspirated into a microtip by a capillary force. Addition of fluorophore-labeled, MTB-specific, polyclonal antibodies facilitated fluorescence detection. Via this approach, MTB cells were detected within 10 min at a concentration as low as 8000 CFU/mL, which is comparable to sputum smear microscopy. Although the electro-osmotic concentration approach is promising to detect culture-free TB, its application to concentrate MTB in sputum samples needs to be further evaluated. The requirement of fluorescence-labeled antibodies also restricts this system from being used in for remote settings.

4.1.3. Chip-nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) biosensor

Recently, the development of a new, miniaturized diagnostic magnetic resonance (DMR) system (Fig. 3), which can detect MTB as few as 20 CFU/mL in unprocessed sputum sample within 30 min, has been reported (Chun, 2009; Lee et al., 2008). The DMR system was essentially a proximity assay that can detect the bulk change in spin–spin relaxation time of surrounding water molecules, when magnetic nanoparticles aggregated due to the presence of target biomarkers. The system consisted of 3 modules, including a microcoil array, microfluidic networks and on-board NMR electronics. Magnetic particles were coated with antibodies specific for target biomarkers, which can be mammalian cells, bacteria, or protein. Because the assay works on the principle of NMR, turbid samples such as blood, sputum or urine can be used. Compared to the benchtop relaxometer, this system exhibited 80-fold increase in mass sensitivity in detecting avidin (Lee et al., 2008). The superior sensitivity and decreased assay time make this system suitable for POC testing; that is, this device has potential to be translated into a MTB POC assay (Chun, 2009). Other notable features include handling small sample volumes (5–10 μL) and short turnaround time, versatility and multiplexing capability. Also, the NMR component costs less than $200 and the disposable microchip costs less than $1, making the technology potentially suitable for the developing world.

4.1.4. Enzymatic immunosensor

The enzymatic immunosensors represent the most common approach for TB diagnostics to date. Diaz-Gonzalez et al. (2005) used a sandwich ELISA device to detect the immuno-complex, which was captured by a streptavidin-modified screen-printed carbon electrode (SPCE). In this study, two antigens (Ag360 and Ag231) of MTB were used in combination with their monoclonal antibodies to form a respective immuno-complex. The immuno-complex was captured by biotinylated anti-MTB antibodies immobilized on the sensor surface via streptavidin–biotin interaction. Then, the immuno-complex was detected using a generic detection antibody that was conjugated to an alkaline phosphatase (AP). The enzyme digested an electrochemical substrate 3-indoxyl phosphate (3-IP), to achieve voltammetric detection. The limit of detection of this immunosensor was shown to be 1.0 ng/mL for the pair of Ag231 and its monoclonal antibody. This approach leverages well-established screen-printing microfabrication, which allows for mass production of inexpensive electrodes (Diaz-Gonzalez et al., 2005). In addition, the miniaturized detection is integrated into a disposable portable device, which is promising for detection of TB at the POC. However, the assay time is more than 4 h. Thus, this assay could benefit from shorting the turnaround time for rapid results at the POC.

Recently, a new enzymatic TB sensor that utilized a natural BlaC enzyme from tubercular bacilli was developed (Xie et al., 2012). BlaC, an enzyme from class А β-lactamase family, hydrolyzes all classes of β-lactam substrates, including cephalosporins. Owing to the unique flexibility of BlaC, chemically modified BlaC-specific fluorogenic substrates (i.e., cephalosporins) were used as fluorescence probes, which differentiated MTB from other bacteria such as Pseudomonas, Staphylococcus and environmental Mycobacteria like M. smegmatis. In addition, the use of these fluorescence probes also improved the sensitivity of detecting BlaC.
from MTB other than homologue TEM-1 BlaC and β-lactamases from other bacteria. As reported, the modified probes enhanced the fluorescence intensity by 100–200 folds, and improved the selectivity by 1000 folds, compared to TEM-1 β-lactamase. As low as 100 bacilli spiked in unprocessed patient sputum were detected in less than 10 min. To eliminate the need for fluorescence detection, an LED-based, inexpensive, and

Fig. 2. Schematic of three optical label-free devices for MTB detection (Adapted with permission from Nagel et al., 2008). (A) Grating coupler biosensor. A laser beam is shed onto the grating through a waveguide and the reflected light is detected by a charge-coupled device (CCD). The binding of analyte on the sensor surface changes the refractive index, leading to a shift in the coupling angle. (B) Interferometric biosensor. The light (wavelength at 675 nm) is introduced into a waveguide, passed through two branches (one sensing branch and one reference branch) and guided through a double slit. Binding of analyte on the sensor surface causes a change in the interference pattern, which is detected by a CCD sensor. (C) The reflectometric interference spectroscopy (RIFS) biosensor. This sensor is adaptable for detection of white-light interference. When bound to the interface, the analyte causes a shift in the interference pattern in the optical path, which is detected by a diode array.
portable imaging setup was constructed. Clearly, this system offers the opportunity for rapid MTB detection in resource-constrained settings. However, this system needs to be further evaluated in the field using unprocessed sputum samples compared to culture, smear microscopy or PCR.

4.1.5. Resonant mirror immunosensor

An affinity based immunoassay detecting antibodies against mycolic acids (MA) of MTB in TB patient samples has been described (Thanyani et al., 2008). This resonant mirror biosensor, IAsys (Affinity Sensors, Cambridge, UK), measured the binding and dissociation of antibody–antigen on the sensor. Briefly, the surface of a twin-celled biosensor cuvette was activated with cetyl-pyridinium chloride (CPC). Liposomes containing MA were then immobilized on the surface followed by blocking with saponin. A highly diluted (1:1000) serum sample was used to calibrate the binding signal of the two cuvettes prior to the addition of patient serum at lower dilution (1:500). The patient serum was pre-incubated with MA-containing liposomes or liposomes only before addition to the cuvette. Thus, anti-MA antibodies in TB patient serum were inhibited from binding to the biosensor surface, which resulted in a decreased signal. Via the inhibition of antibody binding, this biosensor showed a sensitivity of 86.7% and a specificity of 48.4% in patients co-infected with TB and HIV, i.e., TB+HIV+ patients. Upon exclusion of HIV+ individuals, the specificity increased to 76.9%. Owing to the capability to detect real-time antibody binding and dissociation including low- and high-affinity antibodies, this biosensor may improve the detection limit compared to traditional ELISA, in which low affinity binding antibody may be washed away. Although the assay appears to be

Fig. 3. Design of the diagnostic magnetic resonance (DMR) system (Adapted with permission from Lee et al., 2008). (A) Principle of the magnetic particle based proximity assay. Due to the presence of targets, functionalized magnetic nanoparticles aggregate and result in a decrease in spin–spin relaxation time. (B) Schematic of the DMR system. This system includes microfluidic networks for sample preparation, NMR electronics and a magnetic field generated by a permanent magnet. (C) Picture of the microcoil. (D) Image of the microfluidic network. (E) Schematic of the nuclear magnetic resonance circuit.
technologically simple and quick for POC testing, this biosensor could benefit from reduced cost and improved consistency between cuvettes.

4.1.6. Acoustic sensor

An acoustic wave-based impedance biosensor was developed to rapidly detect the growth of MTB in culture (He et al., 2003). MTB takes 1–3 weeks to reach confluency depending on the type of media used. However, by using this bulk acoustic wave-based impedance sensor, the detection time was shortened to a day. The device worked on the principle of conductivity changes in the culture media resulting from MTB growth. The growth of MTB yielded production of protein, fatty acids and nucleic acids, as well as metabolic by-products. This caused the reference signal’s strength to decrease and frequency to increase, which was detected by the bulk acoustic wave impedance sensor. Further, the sensor quantified the initial concentration of MTB, with initial calibration, by observing the time at which the detected frequency changed. As demonstrated, the sensor can inexpensively detect and quantify MTB concentrations ranging from $2 \times 10^3$ to $3 \times 10^7$ cells/mL in significantly reduced assay time. In addition, it has been shown that the typical response curve associated with MTB is different from that of other bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and Proteus mirabilis. The disadvantage is that this sensor still requires a laborious culture procedure, which is not suitable for POC testing. The utility of this assay needs to be evaluated through additional clinical testing with patient samples.

4.2. Biosensors based on nucleic acid hybridization

In addition to the detection of immune response generated against MTB, nanotechnology has also been utilized to facilitate detection of MTB-specific nucleic acid. For instance, gold nanoparticle-based probe assays have been developed to detect MTB PCR amplification products by analyzing patterns of color change as a result of nanoparticle aggregation (Costa et al., 2010; Soo et al., 2009). Although these methods simplified the detection of MTB PCR products, they still required amplification of MTB nucleic acid by PCR, which remains challenging at the POC. To overcome this challenge, a PCR-free electrochemical biosensor was developed for detection of MTB genomic DNA based on the dual labeling of gold nanoparticles with alkaline phosphatase and specific nucleic acid oligonucleotides (Thiruppathiraja et al., 2011). Briefly, MTB genomic DNA was first extracted and broken into small fragments using ultrasound sonication. The generated MTB DNA fragments were hybridized onto electrodes having immobilized with specific capture probes. Addition of dual-labeled gold nanoparticles allows generation of an electroactive species of para-nitrophenol, which serves as a substrate in the following electrical sensing. As demonstrated, this method detected MTB DNA down to $1.25 \text{ ng/mL}$. Also, this method showed comparable sensitivity and specificity to PCR in detecting MTB from clinical sputum samples. However, the requirements for stringent hybridization conditions (including multiple wash and temperature controls) and long incubation time make it less ideal for POC testing.

SPR has also been used to detect MTB genomic DNA via hybridization with cysteine modified NH$_2$-end peptide nucleic acid (PNA, 24-mer) probe and 5′-thiol end labeled DNA probes (Prabhakar et al., 2008). For nucleic acid hybridization, the DNA probes were designed to detect the sequence of MTB either with or without mutations. In this study, the change in SPR angle was monitored during the hybridization of DNA samples with PNA and DNA immobilized on gold (Au) electrodes. The results showed that there was no non-specific binding of non-complementary sequences to the DNA/Au and PNA/Au electrodes. Further, the PNA/Au electrodes were more efficient for detection of sequences with single-base mismatches, possessing a lower limit of detection (1 ng/mL) than DNA-Au electrode (3 ng/mL) (Prabhakar et al., 2008). Although the SPR technology shows sensitive detection of MTB sequences, further efforts can contribute to miniaturize the detection system to a portable device, which can be implemented at the POC.

4.3. Cell phone based fluorescence microscopy

Owing to the challenges associated with smear microscopy (e.g., the need for a bulky light microscopy and microbiology skills for pathogen detection), fluorescence detection of MTB has been developed to demonstrate the feasibility of an integrated and portable mobile phone microscopy system (Breslauer et al., 2009). The platform had a dual microscope mode, which can monitor samples under brightfield and fluorescence. To take an image, a cell phone having a 3.2 Megapixel camera was used. The phone was mounted on an optical rail platform (Fig. 4). For fluorescence imaging, the system was equipped with an inexpensive LED excitation source, which emits within the excitation range of fluorescent Auramine O-stain commonly used for detection of TB bacilli in sputum smears. To image the sample, the light generated from the LED source first passed through the collector lens, and then the excitation filter with a wavelength range to view TB bacilli. The images are then transferred to a computer for further analysis using the ImageJ program (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Compared to the non-fluorescent Ziehl–Neelsen stain, this method uses a lower power (20×) objective with a larger field-of-view, thus reducing the number of field images to cover the entire screening area. Further, the use of a 20×0.4 NA objective allows sufficient light-gathering for fluorescence detection without using a traditional fluorescence microscope. However, this system requires expensive filters and lenses, and the sample images need to be transported to a computer for further analysis.

4.4. Other microfluidic approaches for the POC

Recently, microfluidic approaches have been used to develop POC diagnostics and monitoring technologies (Alyassin et al., 2009; Chin et al., 2011; Christodoulides et al., 2005; Dimov et al., 2011; Gurkan et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2009; Moon et al., 2009, 2011; Wang et al., 2010, 2011, 2012a, 2012b; Shafiee et al., in press). These technology platforms can potentially be employed for identification and tracking of TB in the field. One example is a self-powered integrated microfluidic blood analysis system (SIMBAS), which can achieve sample-to-answer within 10 min (Dimov et al., 2011). This device incorporated a filter tsum to separate plasma from whole blood, eliminating the need for any external equipment for sample processing. Further, detection of antibiotic resistance has been demonstrated, which allows the system to simultaneously detect 5 different biomarkers, enabling a broad range of applications. Another example is an on-chip ELISA coupled with cell phone detection (Wang et al., 2011). In this study, a generic ELISA approach was developed on a microchip for the detection of HE4, an ovarian cancer biomarker from clinical urine samples (Fig. 5). On the microchannel surface, the HE4 analyte was first absorbed. Then, primary antibody and detection antibody were sequentially added. The presence of HE4 was finally indicated by blue color as a result of the hydrolysis of 3′,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) by horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated detection antibody. Similar portable, microchip-based approaches can be potentially developed to detect biomarkers specific to MTB. In addition, development of cell phone based colorimetric detection with an integrated mobile application eliminates the need for specialized expensive detection equipment for obtaining and displaying results. Given the widespread use of cell phones across the developing world, this detection platform holds promise to enable POC testing for global health applications.

5. Future perspective

It has been reported that 40–50% of TB cases remain undetected due to the absence of TB bacilli in the sputum (Dheda et al., 2009). As such, new tests based on the detection of whole TB bacilli in the sputum will face the significant challenge. This line of clinical evidence strongly suggests that the detection of either bacterial byproducts or changes in host immune response might be an
effective diagnostic approach at the POC. In addition, diagnostic tests based on monitoring MTB-derived byproducts and MTB-specific host immune response have the capacity to follow disease progression, thus enhancing clinical utility. Several attempts have been made on these lines to improve current diagnostic tools, but none of these attempts have demonstrated clear clinical utility. Additionally, new biomarkers are needed for specific and sensitive detection of MTB (McNerney and Daley, 2011).

Nanotechnology is a fast-advancing field, which attracts multidisciplinary teams to target various medical challenges in infectious diseases, cancer, and cardiovascular diseases. In miniaturizing devices, nanotechnology holds the promise to change the landscape of TB diagnosis and treatment, specifically to reach the sensitivity and specificity required clinically, to lower the cost, and to enable portable microfluidic platforms suitable for resource-constrained settings. If successfully adapted, nanotechnology holds the key to the development of a long-awaited POC test for TB. Moreover, the devices based on nanotechnology hold the promise to develop a platform that can detect simultaneously TB as well as HIV viral load within the same sample in clinical settings. This could have great implications due to the increase in TB and HIV co-infection across the globe.

Future successes in developing reliable biosensors for POC TB diagnosis could benefit from close collaborations between biomarker developers and sensor technologists. The Global Plan to Stop TB 2011–2015, calls for an investment of ~$1.7 billion for improving TB diagnostics (Stop TB Partnership WHO, 2010). With these joint efforts and fast advancement in nanotechnology/microfluidics, diagnosis and treatment of TB at the POC remain promising for the future. As optimistically predicted, TB POC tests, which can be performed at the peripheral level, might be available in 2–3 years (Pai and Pai, 2012).
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Fig. 5. Schematic of microchip-ELISA couple with cell phone detection (Wang et al., 2011) [Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry at http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2011/la/c1la20479c). (A) Loading clinical urine samples onto a microchip. (B) On-chip sandwich ELISA is performed by flowing samples, reagents and buffers. (C) The result is imaged using a smart cell phone. (D) The concentration of analyte is calculated and reported on the screen using an integrated mobile application.